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What Gets in the Way of
Getting Away
Travel Scams and Leisure Travel
Confidence Poll among Travelers Age
18+

Adults 50 and older represent a large segment of the
travel population.
Leisure travel is the number one aspirational activity for those 50 and older, and
most are planning to undertake a trip in 2019. Boomers anticipate spending
more than $6,600 on their travel in 2019, and 35% say this is more than they
spent in 2018.1 Collectively, those age 50 and older spend around $149 billion
on leisure travel annually.2 The magnitude of these travel expenditures makes
this population a prime target for travel scams, yet this latest poll finds that many
are not concerned about scams.

A new AARP poll on
traveling with
confidence shows
that older travelers
may have a blind
spot to potential
pitfalls in the
planning and
booking process.

Adults 50+ spend
around $149 billion
annually on leisure
travel related
purchases
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The threat of travel scams is real and impactful.
In 2018, the FTC received over 28,000 reports

Travelers lost $67.7
million in travel
related scams in
2018—the highest
in 5 years

of travel scams, an uptick from the prior 3
years, which accounted for losses of 67.7
million dollars, the largest amount being
reported over a 5-year period.3

Confident Travel:
Spotlight on
Budgeting
Travelers cite travel costs as
the #1 reason why they won’t
be able to take as many trips
this year as they’d like.
Travelers employ different

FTC Reported Fraud Losses on Travel, Vacation, and Timeshare
Plans3
Reported losses in the millions
$67.70
$54.30

$53.60
$40.60

$40.40

strategies while booking and
traveling to make the expense
more affordable.

Top 5 Ways Travelers
Save Money…
(n=1000, travelers age 18+)

While Planning Travel
Stay with friends or
family

36%

Stay at lower cost
hotels

33%

Older adults are less concerned about travel scams than
younger travelers.

Watch fares to get
the lowest price
before buying

30%

Over four in ten (42%) adults age 18+ start saving money for personal travel up

Research destination
to find discounts on
activities

28%

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

to six months ahead of their trip and 20% start saving seven months to a year
ahead. Yet, after the effort to save, just 39% of travelers are concerned about
scams while booking travel, and older adults are the least concerned (see chart
below). Even fewer are concerned about being scammed during their trip
(32%). Significantly more travelers age 18-49 are concerned than those 50 and
older (43% vs. 19%), although almost half of adults (46% among domestic
travelers and 48% among international travelers) say they carry more cash on
them while traveling than they do at home.

Concerned
about travel
booking
scams

% extremely/very
concerned
(n = 1000, travelers
age 18+)

Total

39%

18-34

56%

35-49

47%

50-64

26%

65+

25%
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Use points or
27%
rewards dollars to
While Traveling
pay for big ticket
costs

While Traveling
Buy food from
grocery stores/cook

43%

Find free
sightseeing activities

37%

Walk instead of
taking other transit

29%

Use age related
discounts

28%

Pay in cash to get
cash discounts

27%
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Younger travelers are more likely to take preventative actions while booking their
travel than older adults.
To avoid scams while planning and booking travel,
about half of adult travelers use only known travel
sites (54%), and a few take other preventative
actions such as reading the fine print on

Almost a quarter (22%) of
adults 50 or older take no
preventative actions
against travel scams
when booking leisure
travel

cancellations and refund policies (41%), and using
only credit cards to pay for travel expenses (38%).
However, almost a quarter (22%) of adults 50 or
older admit that they take no preventative actions
against travel scams while planning and booking
travel compared to only 9% of those 18-49 years of
age.

Actions Taken To Prevent Travel Booking Scams (n=1000, 18+ travelers)
54%

Use only well-known travel booking sites

41%

Always read cancellation/refund fine print

38%

Use only credit cards for travel expenses

34%

Call to confirm reservations after booking

25%

Check for fraudulent travel site URLs

20%

Research a third-party booking sites

17%

Get the terms of the travel deal in writing

18-49

50+

58%

50%

41%

41%

30%

46%

34%

33%

30%

20%

27%

12%

18%

16%

Look up potential lodgings on Street View

15%

21%

8%

None of the above

15%

9%

22%

Methodology
This online survey of 1000 adults age 18+ was fielded February 4-11, 2019 by using AARP’s online panel. Respondents
were selected for travel in the past 10 years and quotas were placed on age, gender, region, and ethnicity/race. To more
accurately reflect the population, weighting is conducted on all pre-screened panelists, including those completing the
interview and those screened out for not having taken a personal trip in the allotted timeframe. Unqualified respondents
(those without a personal trip) were then trimmed from the dataset and the weights are adjusted to reflect the actual
number of completions. Weighting factors include: gender, race, census division, marital status, Hispanic origin, age,
education, workforce status, income, and AARP membership. Raked weights are estimated using Random Iterative
Method (RIM) weighting.
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